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ABSTRACT
In the telecommunications industry, fraud is quite common and fraud detection is similar to looking for a needle in the haystack. In this article, the behavior
types of the fraudsters are revealed through a case study and ten types of fraudulent user behaviors are identified by using examples and figures.
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Introduction
Telecommunication frauds can be defined as the unauthorized and illegal use of telecommunication services such as cellular network security and infrastructure for an intention of misuse
or for earning illegal revenue or for not paying the particular service. Fraud is a serious risk to
communication service providers’ revenue, and it is difficult to detect especially when, how, or
where new fraud methods will emerge. According to the 2019 Global Fraud Loss Survey of the
Communications Fraud Control Association (CFCA), it is estimated that the industry is losing
$28.3 billion per year from fraud [1].
In this literature, there are proposed studies on behavior analysis for fraud detection in telecommunication networks. Wu et al. [2] proposed the design of an intrusion detection system
for Voice over IP (VoIP) systems. The proposed rule-based detection system is effective against
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP)- based attacks such as
SIP BYE attack, fake instant messaging, call hijacking, and RTP attack. Olszewski [3] proposed
a method that distinguishes normal and fraudulent behavior based on user profiles to detect subscription fraud. Cahill et al. [4] used signature-based, event-driven, and self-initializing
methods to prevent subscription fraud.
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Hoffstadt et al. [5] analyzed different VoIP attack stages from scanning to toll fraud using a
VoIP Honeynet System that recorded over 47.5 million SIP messages in total. In another study
after 2 years, Hoffstadt et al. [6] proposed a multilayered solution to detect and prevent fraud
and misuse in VoIP networks. They used rule-based user and call profiling, neural network, and
velocity trap check methods in their solution.
Guo et al. [7] proposed a model based on Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) considering the
characteristics of behavioral sequence. They also used real telecommunications data sets under both supervised and unsupervised scenarios. Lin et al. [8] modeled user interaction and
consecutive behaviors to identify abnormal behavioral patterns.They tested their proposed
model with both synthetic and real telecom data.
Estévez et al. [9] proposed a system using fuzzy rules as a classification module and a multilayer perceptron neural network as a detection module to detect subscription fraud. Hilas and
Mastorocostas [10] used the multilayer perceptron technique, a class of feed-forward artificial
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neural networks as supervised learning, and the hierarchical
agglomerative clustering technique as unsupervised learning,
to detect superimposed fraud.

In communication networks, VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) communication is the root cause of being vulnerable to
attacks, especially telecommunication frauds. Difficulties in
securing the VoIP network and its services built into a shared
IP network are much more complex and difficult than securing the traditional circuit-switched PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) voice network. The expected service quality
and system reliability cannot be maintained if the VoIP network
is not secure enough.

In this article, a customer case study is presented to demonstrate fraudulent user behaviors in telecommunication networks. We used the real-world telecommunication data sets
that are obtained from one of the Communication Service Providers (CSP) in Turkey.
Using this data analysis study, we aim to detect anomaly on
CDR (Call Detail Report) data, perform behavior-based user
analysis, detect new fraud behaviors, and offer intrusion detection and prevention rule suggestions for detected fraud
behaviors.

VoIP services are typically provided through Internet Protocol
Private Branch Exchanges (IP PBXs) that operate in nonsecure
operating systems and unsecured support systems (e.g., databases and web servers). These operating systems and services
are affected by attacks that regularly target other types of servers that make IP PBXs more vulnerable than traditional PBX [12].

In the literature and industry, there are studies on fraud types
such as international revenue share fraud, interconnect bypass,
and premium rate service as well as fraud methods such as subscription fraud, IP PBX hacking, and phishing [11]. One of the
unique aspects of our study is to conduct a statistical analysis
on the behavior of fraudulent users, using these fraud types and
methods. Successful fraudsters use environments with huge call
traffic and target large companies and CSPs. They fail to notice
the costs associated with the fraud. It is easy to notice fraudulent
behavior that tries to make profiteering in one go and does not
achieve its purpose. Fraudsters try different kinds of techniques
to hack and manipulate the system. We tried to reveal fraudulent
behavior in an environment with high call traffic.

The VoIP network includes more components and software
such as IP PBX, VoIP Servers, Media Gateways, and IP Phones/
Soft Phones. More components mean more vulnerabilities.
Endpoints, such as IP Phones/Soft Phones, whose security settings are not sufficiently configured, can be captured internally
or externally. This will result in exposure to attacks such as traffic fraud, toll fraud, and eavesdropping.
There are various features and real-time requirements specific
to VoIP that make security even more difficult. There is no tolerance assured for any delay. There are many application layer
firewalls to protect IP PBXs and IP phones against external attacks such as Denial of Service (DoS) and toll fraud, and also to
determine whether packages are legitimate [13].

This article is organized as follows. Section II gives background
information about telecommunication fraud. Section III discusses the behavior analysis of telecommunication frauds by
using a customer case study. Section IV concludes the article.

VoIP services are less secure than other traditional IP services,
because VoIP includes a large number of standards that are implemented both dynamically and often poorly. There are many
VoIP protocols, including SIP, H.323, H.248, and vendor-specific protocols. SIP is the most common protocol used for VoIP.
However, it is challenging to secure a SIP system with the current state of SIP implementations. Security requirements in SIP
are not fully defined, and therefore vendors themselves define
their product security. Most SIP development is focused on
feature sets and interoperability, and there is no emphasis on
security. Even if a provider’s components support security, it is
also safe to use all the other elements involved.

Telecommunication Fraud
It is well-known that there is a variety of telecommunication
fraud occuring in the current scenario. Domestic/international
revenue share fraud, premium rate service fraud, interconnect
bypass fraud and roaming fraud are the main types of fraud
that fraudsters mostly prefer [1,11]. For most of the fraud types,
while fraudulent users are reducing their cost of getting services or products, service providers are facing the problem of
revenue loss owing to these kinds of frauds.

A Case Study

Nowadays, more frauds are occuring since many new technologies are appearing in the market, which are easy to be hacked
owing to the lack of robust security systems. New voice technologies are becoming more attractive, and fraudsters can
easily infiltrate systems that are not correctly installed. Thus,
fraudsters use several fraud combinations that are difficult to
be detected by traditional methods, trying to discover previous forms of fraud. Fraud is noticed usually when the phone bill
is significantly increased, or when a service provider bypasses
international calls or pays significant interconnection charges.
In multinational corporations, it is difficult to detect fraudulent
calls when international call volumes and charges are high.

For our case study, we used the Nova V-GATE product, a system
for the detection and prevention of traffic and toll fraud [14].
Figure 1 shows the network topology of CSP and the position
of Nova V-GATE. With Nova V-GATE, it is aimed to monitor international call traffic and to detect and prevent toll fraud attacks,
which is capable of detecting and preventing online frauds
that occurred within a maximum of 3 hours. Data analysis is
required for fraud in the longer period and the rules proposed
as a result of the analysis can be applied. In the CSP, approximately 420,000 calls, of which 300,000 are international, were
collected for 4 months. It is possible to determine fraud and
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Figure 1. Network Topology and Nova V-GATE Position

We analyzed the enriched CDR data generated by the NOVA
V-GATE to detect the fraudulent calls in the VoIP network of the
CSP. Statistical analysis methods were performed in the data to
recognize call patterns that act abnormal behavior regarding
some call-specific attributes. The attributes used to define user
behavior are call type (national, international, mobile, etc.), call
date, call duration, call count, and call destination. The source
of the call is IP phones and IP PBXs compromised within Turkey.
They were seized owing to insufficient security measures and
hence the call source was ignored.

Table 1. Fraudulent User Behaviors
Fraud Behavior

Fraudulent User Behaviors

F1

A few calls with long duration call

F2

Too many calls with short duration call

F3

Long duration calls in a specific time
window

F4

Too many calls in a specific time window to
a specific charge rate destination

F5

Long duration calls in a specific time
window to a specific charge rate destination

F6

Long duration calls from one user to the
same destination in the same time period

F7

Too many calls with short duration from one
user to the same destination in the same
time period

F8

Too many calls with long duration from one
user to the same destination in the same
time period

F9

Sparse and short calls to same destination in
a wide range time period

F10

Sparse and short calls to different
destinations in a wide range time period

First, we only focused on international calls since the majority
of the toll frauds were targeting international calls. Secondly,
we determined each destination country and destination region by performing the longest match algorithm among destination numbers. We then processed data with statistical analysis methods based on the above call attributes to discover the
users’ normal and suspected behavior. We also investigated the
behavior of some fraud calls reported by the CSP.
As indicated in Table 1, we discovered ten behaviors of fraudulent user behaviors as a result of our investigation for determining user call behaviors. At the first stage, we cannot determine
if these call scenarios were exactly fraud, but we can accept
them as suspicious calls. Fraudulent user behaviors are characterized by the unexpectedly high values of call counts or/and
call duration within a period.
The CSPs categorize each international numbers based on
the billing price. While Category K5 is assumed as the most
expensive international region, Category K1 is the least. The
“GSM” suffix in categories means the Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM). Fraudsters naturally prefer the most
expensive and poorly regulated international call region to
maximize their profits.

attacks such as fraudulent calls, caller id spoofing, service interruption, making the unauthorized call, dropping the authorized call, unbilled calls, and policy violations by analyzing the
collected data in the VoIP infrastructure.
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Figure 2. The number and duration of suspicious calls by category and hour

Figure 3. The number and duration of suspicious calls by category and hour

With examples and figures, we need to clarify the concepts
such as short, long, a few, too many, sparse in the table and
explain how we detect fraud behavior. The specific values of
these concepts vary depending on the use case.

Another feature of calls that are made between 00.00 am and
04.00 am in the K5 category is multiple calls with long duration
from the same user toward the same destination at the same
time as F6 fraud behavior. It can be ascertained that there is
an intersection of F1 and F6 fraud behaviors occuring between
00.00 am and 04.00 am.

Figure 2 shows the number and duration of suspicious calls by
category and hour. Calls that are made between different hours
in the K4 category, calls between 11.00 and 13.00 hours in the
K5 category, and calls between 15.00 and 16.00 in the K3 category consist of too many calls (5 calls and more) with short
duration (about 1000 seconds or less) like F2 fraud behavior.
Also, calls that are made between 00.00 am and 04.00 am in
the K5 category includes a few calls (10 calls and less) with long
duration call (2000 seconds and more) like F1 fraud behavior.

Figure 3 shows a large number of calls (50 calls and more) toward a specific category (K5) within a specific slice of time (between 21.00 and 03.00 am) like F4 fraud behavior.
Figure 4 shows long duration calls toward a specific category
(K5) within a specific slice of time (between 22.00 and 00.00
am) such as F5 fraud behavior. We will discuss Figure 3 and
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Figure 4. The duration of suspicious calls in a specific time window towards a specific category

Figure 5. Hourly average call duration based on call destination category

Figure 4 in more detail in the Solution Approaches section
later.

sters prefer out-of-business hours to make long-duration calls
toward the high-cost destination numbers.

Figure 5 gives the average call duration for international calls
made toward each call destination category. It is shown that a
peak in call duration of calls occurs toward K5 between 00.00
am and 04.00 am. This situation is a typical F1 fraud behavior
that points out the small number of long duration calls. Fraud-

Figure 6 indicates the most observed fraud behaviors and rates.
It seems that fraudulent users tend to make small numbers of
long duration calls like F1 fraud behavior, and long duration
calls within a specific period like F3 fraud behavior. Also, they
tend to make a large number of calls with a short duration like
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F7 and F8 types are fraud behaviors that have note been observed in this data set, but we think that they are observable.
For F9 and F10 fraud behaviors, we need to use the data set
with a wider time interval. In the data set we selected, we observed short calls in the same or different directions, but are
there similar patterns in previous periods? For this, studies
based on event-based multiple change-point models should
be conducted in a data set with wider time intervals. We plan
to work on this topic in the future.
The customer recorded most fraudulent calls that surpassed
the length or amount of calls within one or two hours. As the
core outcomes of our data analysis, one of the typical fraudulent behaviors is that fraudsters prefer making a significant
amount of multiple simultaneous calls within 1 hour. However, even if all the fraud attacks happened within an hour, the
total call duration of multiple calls is much more than 2 hours.
Fraudsters prefer off hours to make long duration calls to highcost areas. They also tend to make the small number of long
duration calls, long duration calls in specific period of time, and
large numbers of short duration calls. In the next subsection,
details of the Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS)
rules that can be created based on the analysis results will be
discussed.

Figure 6. Fraud calls percentage based on fraud behaviors

Solution Approaches
Solution approaches to detect these fraud scenarios are suggested as follows.
•

Figure 7. Percentage of fraud calls based on category

•

•

Figure 8. Percentage of fraud calls based on destination country

F1, F2, and F3 fraud behaviors can be detected by the rulebased systems and prevented with VoIP IDPS tools. Since
these behaviors occurred within a maximum of 3 hours, it
was possible to apply the IDPS rules for online detection
and prevention.
After the fraud behaviors between F4 and F8 were detected by data analysis, it was possible to establish IDPS rules.
It is possible to inference from the sample in a specific time
window, because the relationships between the variables
can be detected in this time window.
We think that F9 and F10 fraud behaviors can be found by
machine learning approaches, but it is difficult to estimate
that sparse and short calls over a wide period of time are
normal calls. It is necessary to make the most accurate estimate possible.

Regarding the data analysis process and the rules that can be
proposed, we present the following examples. Figure 9 shows
the hourly distribution of calls made toward the K5 category in
the 4-month dataset. There are four different behavioral time
intervals toward the K5 category. Time intervals and maximum
call numbers are as Table 2 in below.

F2 fraud behavior. The fraudulent user behaviors that were detected between F4 and F10 were not approved by CSP, therefore they were not added to this figure. The approximate percentages of these behaviors are too small.
As shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, prevented fraudulent calls
are mostly made toward highly charged regions. It is inferred
from both the figures that K5 as a destination category and
Uganda as a destination country is the most targeted destination points by the fraudulent users.

According to these values, rules can be established for international calls to determine whether the number of calls in the last
[1–3] hours has exceeded the maximum number of calls in the
relevant time range.
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According to these values, rules can be created for international calls in the last 1 hour based on the maximum number of
calls in the appropriate time intervals.

Table 2. Time Intervals and Max Call Numbers toward the K5
Category in the 4-month Dataset
Time Interval

Maximum Call Number

[0-2,8]

120

[3-7]

29

[9,17,18,19,20,21,23]

448

[10-16,22]

780

Figure 10 indicates the hourly distribution of the duration of
calls made to the K5 category in the 4-month data set. Five different behavioral time intervals were observed toward K5 category. These time intervals and max call durations in these time
intervals are presented in Table 4 below.
As stated in these values, rules can be created for international
calls in cases where the maximum call duration is exceeded in
the relevant time interval (T1–T5).

Table 3. Time Intervals and Max Call Number in the 1 Hour
toward the K5 Category
Time Interval

In Figure 4, the average, standard deviation and maximum values of call duration are shown according to the hours toward
the K5 category. According to this figure, four different behavior time intervals toward K5 direction change according to the
total value. These time intervals and the maximum call duration in the last 1 hour in these intervals are provided in Table
5 below.

Maximum Call Number

[0-2]

80

[3-8]

5

[9-20]

27

[21-23]

319

According to this, the rules that can be written for international
calls in the last 1 hour may be based on exceeding the maximum call duration in each time interval.

Table 4. Time Intervals and Max Call Duration toward the K5
Category in the 4-month Data set
Time Interval

Evaluating Figure 3 and Figure 9 together can help create more
accurate IDPS rules. Likewise, evaluating Figure 4 and Figure
10 together can allow creating more accurate IDPS rules. Time
intervals with high standard deviation are intervals indicating
suspicious calls. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show a normal distribution during business hours and their standard deviations at
these hours are very low. In non-business hours, however the
parts with high standard deviation are remarkable.The standard deviations in the time intervals [0–2] and [21–23] in Figure 3 are high. In Figure 4, the standard deviations in the time
intervals [0–3] and [21–23] are high. In these time intervals, it
is understood that expensive international calls to the K5 category should be restricted by both the number of calls and the
call duration.

Maximum Call Duration

[0-2,8]

352 minutes

[3-7]

65 minutes

[9, 17-21]

1198 minutes

[10-16, 23]

1951 minutes

[22]

3913 minutes

Table 5. Time Intervals and Max Call Duration in the 1 Hour
toward the K5 Category
Time Interval
[0-2,21]

21405 seconds (356 minutes)

[3-8]

1830 seconds (30 minutes)

[9-20]

5335 seconds (89 minutes)

[10-16, 23]

In summary, rules can be written according to many parameters on VoIP IDPS. In the above examples, rules that can be
created by subtracting the characteristics of the calls according to call duration and number of calls on a category basis are
proposed.

Maximum Call Duration

Detecting Suspicious Calls with Machine Learning Models

168239 seconds (2804 minutes)

In this section, we will detect suspicious calls by applying machine learning models to our data set and compare them with
the results we obtained with statistical methods.

It is clearly mentioned that Figure 3 shows the mean, standard deviation and maximum number of calls on an hourly
basis toward the K5 category. Based on this figure, four different behavioral time intervals vary according to the total number of calls. These time intervals and the maximum number
of calls in the last 1 hour in these time intervals are as Table
3 in below.

Since we do not have labeled data, we labeled calls that show
abnormal behavior with the Local Outlier Factor model, an unsupervised outlier detection method that calculates the local
density deviation of a given data point relative to its neighbors
[15]. After running this model, 6,698% of the calls are labeled
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Figure 9. Hourly calls toward K5 category

Figure 10. Hourly call duration toward K5 category

as suspicious. The data labeled as suspicious were used to train
the supervised learning classifiers that were chosen. The selected supervised algorithms are as follows.
·
·
·

and precision values are also essential. Although the Decision
Tree classifier has a high accuracy (93%), the recall value (4%) is
quite low, as shown in Table 6. It is also noted that the precision
value is 69%. In this case, false negative is expected to be higher than false positive. In other classifier, it is observed that the
models approached the targeted accuracy, but their precision
and recall values were far below the desired aspect.

Decision Tree classifier [16].
Gaussian Naive Bayes classifier [17].
Ada Boost classifier [18].

In addition to these, a mixture model was created by taking the
averages of three supervised models. We separated the data
set, 30% as test and 70% as training. In Fraud detection systems, both false positive and false negative values are significant. For this reason, besides the accuracy of the model, recall

According to the majority of the 5 models we have used, the
rate of the number of calls found to be suspicious by getting 3
points out of 5 is 0.68% and 280 suspicious calls were detected.
The percentage of suspicious calls based on destination country is as Figure 11.
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·

Table 6. Classification report for supervised classifiers
Classifier

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

Decision Tree

0,93

0,69

0,04

Naïve Bayes

0,88

0,15

0,19

Ada Boost

0,93

0,46

0,02

Financial Disclosure: The author declared that the study has received
no financial support.

Mixture Model

0,89

0,15

0,13
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